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Geopolitics: the world in 1983



A dream of science in the South

“…with man’s recent 

mastery of science and 

technology there is no 

physical reason left for 

the existence of hunger 

and want for any part of 

the human race.
---- Abdus Salam(1963) 
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FRS

(1959 , at the age of 33) .



Trieste: A bridge between cultures

• Italian physicist Paolo 

Budinich had worked 

with Salam in founding 

the International 

Centre for Theoretical 

Physics (ICTP) in 

1964.

• They were partners in 

the founding of TWAS 

in 1983.
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A dream of science in the South
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In 1983, ceremonies at the University of 
Trieste and ICTP marked the founding of 
TWAS.



The end of the Cold War

• New human mobility

• New economic opportunities

• New technologies

• A new era of scientific cooperation
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A voice for 

science in 

the South
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• 1,178 elected Fellows

• 127 women

• 16 Nobel laureates

• 94 countries

• 200+ Young Affiliates and alumni

5 Regional Centers.

Cooperative Relationship with ICTP.

Core Funding from Govt of Italy.,

SIDA ( Swedish International Development Coop. Agency: 

Research grants , science diplomacy Prog.

UNESCO : Administrative  framework.



Rising global population

– United Nations 2015
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Food and hunger

In order to feed a larger, more urban 

and more affluent population, food 

production must increase by 70% in 

the space of a few decades. 

Annual cereal production must rise to 

about 3 billion tonnes from 2.1 billion 

today.

Annual meat production will need to 

rise by over 200 million tonnes to 

reach 470 million tonnes.

“

”
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– UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 



Climate change

Climate change could 

become the single 

biggest hindrance to the 

ambitions of the 

sustainable development 

goals and the post-2015 

development agendas.

“

”
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Between 1901 and 1910 there were 82 

recorded disasters, but between 2003 and 

2012 there were more than 4,000.



Ocean health

The number of dead zones 

across the world is growing 

exponentially, doubling each 

decade since the 1960s. 

There are more than 400 known 

dead zones worldwide – about 

1% of the area of the 

continental shelves. 

“

”
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– Smithsonian, Natural Resources Defense Council



Drinking water

Globally, 663 million people rely on 

unimproved water sources

At least 1.8 billion people use a 

drinking-water source contaminated 

with faeces.

Contaminated drinking-water is 

estimated to cause +500,000 

diarrhoeal deaths each year.

“

”
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– UN World Health Organization (WHO)



Biodiversity

Loss of biodiversity – the variety of 

animals, plants, their habitats and their 

genes – is one of the world’s most 

pressing crises.

Of 59,507 species assessed so 

far, 19,265 are threatened with 

extinction. 

Since 2000, 6 million hectares of 

primary forest have been lost annually.

70% of coral reefs are threatened or 

destroyed.

“

”
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– International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)



Africa: A time of transformation 
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Africa now has the world’s fastest-

growing economy. GDP growth:

• 4.8% in 2014

• 5% in 2015 (est.)

• 6% in 2016 (est.)

(– AfDB/OECD/UNDP)



Africa: A time of transformation

• Ethiopia: 2 universities in 1996  today, 31

• Kenya: 15 new universities focused on S&T

• Uganda: adding a seventh public university

• Rwanda: 3,000 university students in 1995-96              

 in 2014, 84,000
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Africa: A time of historic challenge
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Of the world’s 

48
Least Developed 

Countries

34 are in Africa  

: 
In Asia :Afganistan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Nepal, among others



African challenges: Population 

• Africa today has 

1.1 billion people –

14% of the world’s 

population

• Population could 

increase to 2.4 billion

in 2050…
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– World Population Prospects: The 2012 Revision, United Nations  



African challenges: Population

• In 2010, about 

200 million Africans 

between 15 and 24 

years old

• By 2050, over        

450 million 
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– World Population Prospects: The 2012 Revision, United Nations  



African challenges: Scientific output

• Africa accounts for 

only 0.8% of global 

R&D expenditure

• only 2.4% of global 

research publications
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– Science & Engineering Indicators 2014, US National Science Board



TWAS’s 

guiding 

principles

Countries – and their people –

benefit by building strength in 

science and engineering.
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TWAS Research Grants 
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• USD1.5 million per 

year for laboratory 

infrastructure in the 

developing world

• 2,100 grants to 

individuals and 

research groups 

since 1992



TWAS PhD 

Fellowships
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Training PhD-level scientists:

• University-level researchers 

and educators 

• Future leaders for science 

policy, business and 

international cooperation

ALL OF THESE BENEFITS

MAKE A NATION 

STRONGER



TWAS: Rapidly growing opportunities
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We expect these numbers to grow further in 2016…….



TWAS Prizes
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TWAS has awarded 350 prizes since 2009



Partners in science diplomacy
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• Africa-Italy Day 2014

• Farnesina palace, Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs headquarters

• 100+ African and Italian diplomats, members of parliament, scientists 
and business leaders
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The power of global partnerships
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Caribbean science & research

A difficult context

• Persistent poverty

• Government debt

• Historically low R&D 

spending (<1.0% GDP)

• Insufficient graduate-

level science and 

engineering education

• Severe long-term brain-

drain
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Building prosperity in the developing world
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